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Technical date n° 11011

Product name: Marmorino

Generality: Marmorino is slaked based plaster made up of aged lime. It gives the decorative surfaces 
an antique, extra glossy marble effect. Both bestow on painted surfaces a quality esthetic 
look from their particularly elegant and luxurious imprint.

Surface preparation: For an aptimal result, ensure that the surface is intact, clean and dry, Clean the surface, if it 
comes with recent silvers or dusty remains.
If the wall is deteriorated, we advise to restructure it using the proper malts or filling succos. 
Once the restructuring is complete (it takes 25 days with concrete malts or 5 days with 
synthetic materials), apply our Waterfix, properly diluted, and finally apply Marmorino.

Classification COV (Dir 2004/42/CE): Paint forn decorative effect.
Limit value for this product(cat.A/l):200.
This product contains maximum 200 g/l of COV.

Directions for use: Ambient temperature: min. 10°C - max 35°C
Humidity: min. 35% - max 85%
Conditions of support: Dry

Package:  Lt10 - Lt5 - Lt 2.5 

Storage: Keep the product tightly closed and not diluited, in a cool and dry place. 
Optimal storage temperature: between 5°C and 40°C
Storage live: 24 months under optimal conditions of temperature and humidity.

Safety regulations: Product exempt from labelling purusuant to Italian Legislative D.Leg.vo n° 65/03.
For further information see the related Securitly sheet.
Empty containers or with traces of product shall be disposed of in accodance with local 
requirements.

Tier nature: Emulsion acrylic resin and lime.

Specific weight: 1.600/1.700 gr/litro

Colours: To be chosen in the catalogue 

Viscosity brookfield Brookfield 20°C 20rpm:

Filmability at low temperatures:

PH:

Component:

Thinner:

Application tool:

Film thickness (2 hand):

Drying:

Overcoating: 

Finishing:

Resistance to washing:

Resistance to atmospheric agent:

Resistenza to alkali:

Permeable to vapour:

Thixotropic

Good at + 6°C

9-10

One component

Dilution:

Water

Spatula

 80/120  micron

Yield: 2/3 square merters/ lit for coat

2 hours at a temperature of 20°C

Minimum 12 hour

Semy glossy

Good

Dirt retentio: Bad

Technical caracteristics Data collected in the laboratory whith 21°C e 67% of umidity
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Application: Marmorino is suitable for every kind of surfaces properly prepared. As a first step, prepare 
the surface,using our Waterfix, diluted with water on a 1to 1 basis.
Then apply TopPrimer R, diluted with 20/30% water to guarantee an impeccable 
result.Now apply Marmorino with a spatula, with crossed spatulas to create a textured 
effect.Let the product dry for 4-5 hours to apply the second coat and smoothen vigorously 
with steel taloscia to polish.

Ready to use. Max 10% Water
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